
Our G-Cloud Support Services have been specifically designed for those suppliers who are either:

A) Listed on G-Cloud but have not yet started selling
B) Have had some limited success in sales but now need help to achieve more

G-Cloud Listing Review
Since 2012 we have facilitated over £3.5m+ of buying services through G-Cloud so our credentials are 
impeccable. Many of the submissions we review are destined for failure, but with our expert knowledge 
and experience we can turn every potential failure into success through the provision of professional 
guidance, advice and support at every stage of the process.

The Services We Provide
At Advice Cloud we have a team of experts available to assist you every step of the  
way. Here are some of the ways of we can help you to improve your G-Cloud listings 
to optimise your success rate:

•   An assessment of your ‘Service Summary’ length to check whether you have
optimally summarised your G-Cloud offering

•   A check to see whether or not you are appearing in the right searches

•   Advice and recommendations for how to better present your supplementary
documents (including clarity of pricing and fully compliant Service Definitions)

•   Guidance and professional advice relating to how you present your listings in order
to gain maximum advantage

With a combined experience of over 80 years of in the buying services arena relating to 
the Public Sector, we understand the ‘buyer’s perspective’ in depth.  Your listing is the 
first thing that buyers see so let us help you make your listing the best it can possibly be.

“Advice Cloud supported us in reviewing what we had done already on G-Cloud and 
improving our listing.  With their guidance we managed to change the format and the 
language used to make it more buyer friendly. We are now much happier with the 
quality of our listing and are able to utilise it with better with our prospects.” 

Tony Graves, TLM Nexus

G-CLOUD LISTING REVIEW  SERVICES

You are probably now interested to learn more about our G-Cloud Listing 
review service so call us today on 0330 124 4224  

or email Sales at sales@advice-cloud.co.uk

www.advice-cloud.co.uk              @advicecloud              /advicecloud

mailto:sales@advice-cloud.co.uk

